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Analysis and Design of Wide-Band
SiGe HBT Active Mixers

Tom K. Johansen, Member, IEEE, Jens Vidkjær, Member, IEEE, and Viktor Krozer, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—The frequency response of SiGe HBT active mixers
based on the Gilbert cell topology is analyzed theoretically. The
time-varying operation of the active mixer is taken into account by
applying conversion matrix analysis. The main bandwidth-limiting
mechanisms experienced in SiGe HBT active mixers performing
frequency conversion of wide-band signals is discussed. The anal-
ysis is verified by computer simulations using a realistic high-fre-
quency large-signal SiGe HBT model. An active mixer design based
on the Gilbert cell topology modified for wide-band operation using
emitter degenerated transconductance stage and shunt feedback
load stage is discussed. Experimental results are given for an active
mixer implemented in a 0.8- m 35-GHz SiGe HBT BiCMOS
process.

Index Terms—Active mixer circuits, frequency-response anal-
ysis, SiGe HBT.

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENT advances in radar and wireless communication
systems demand monolithic microwave integrated circuits

(MMICs) providing frequency conversion, modulation, and de-
modulation of wide-band signals around microwave carriers.
Active mixers based on the Gilbert cell topology [1] are usu-
ally preferred for monolithic integration of these functions due
to their high conversion gain over a broad frequency band, and
good port-to-port isolation. Good microwave performance has
been reported for active mixers implemented in InP HBT [2],
SiGe HBT [3], GaAs HBT [4], and GaAs pseudomorphic high
electron-mobility transistor (pHEMT) [5] technologies.

Previously reported monolithic active mixers have mostly
been optimized for downconversion performance in wireless
applications. Typically, such mixers are capable of frequency
conversion of narrow-band signals over a wide range of RF
input frequencies to a fixed low IF output frequency. This differs
from the demands on active mixers for wide-band applications.
Here, the wide-band signal experiences bandwidth limitations
at both the RF input frequency and IF output frequency. In order
to optimize the performance of active mixers for wide-band ap-
plications, an understanding of the main bandwidth limitations
in the Gilbert cell topology is needed. The large local-oscillator
(LO) signal applied to the transistors in the switching stage of
the Gilbert cell gives rise to a time-varying circuit. Therefore, a
traditional linear time-invariant circuit analysis for finding the
bandwidth limitations becomes invalid. Instead, a conversion
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Fig. 1. Gilbert cell mixer.

matrix analysis [6] should be applied in order to find an ex-
pression for the conversion gain as a function of the RF input
frequency and IF output frequency. A previous attempt [7] to
analyze the conversion gain of the Gilbert cell neglected the
IF output frequency response and, thus, only considered the
downconversion of narrow-band signals.

This paper describes a theoretical analysis of the conversion
gain of SiGe HBT active mixers based on the Gilbert cell
topology. An analytical expression is derived, which is capable
of predicting the main bandwidth limitations for active mixers
performing frequency conversion of wide-band signals. The
analysis is verified with harmonic-balance simulations using
a realistic SiGe HBT high-frequency large-signal model. The
insight gained from the analysis is used in the design optimiza-
tion of an SiGe HBT active mixer for wide-band applications.
Experimental results are given for an active mixer implemented
in a 0.8- m 35-GHz SiGe HBT BiCMOS process.

II. FREQUENCY-RESPONSE ANALYSIS

The schematic representation of an SiGe HBT active mixer
based on the Gilbert cell topology is shown in Fig. 1. The Gilbert
cell mixer consists of the transconductance stage ,
switching quad , and load circuit. The circuit is biased
from a tail current source . The transconductance stage con-
verts the input voltage signal at the RF frequency into a current
signal. The switching quad then ideally multiplies
this current by at the rate of the LO signal, thus enabling the
wanted frequency conversion. The output current signal at the

0018-9480/$20.00 © 2005 IEEE
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Fig. 2. Time-varying small-signal equivalent-circuit model.

IF frequency from the switching quad is finally converted into
a voltage signal by the load circuit. Neglecting any device par-
asitics, the voltage conversion gain of the Gilbert cell mixer is
given as [8]

(1)

where is the thermal voltage. When the device parasitics
are taken into account, the expression for the conversion gain
(1) changes, as will be shown using conversion matrix analysis
below. First of all, the conversion-gain expression becomes a
function of two frequencies, i.e., the RF input frequency and IF
output frequency. Secondly, the low-frequency conversion gain
is reduced because of the presence of series resistances.

A. Conversion Matrix Analysis

The starting point for conversion matrix analysis is to make
a linearization around a time-varying operation point for
the nonlinear elements of the Gilbert cell mixer circuit. The
large-signal LO drive pumps the transistors in the switching
quad . The common-emitter points for the differ-
ential transistor pairs and are virtual
ground for the large-signal LO drive. As a consequence, the
transconductance stage is time invariant under small-signal
RF drive conditions. At high frequencies, the dominating
nonlinearities in the switching quad transistors are associated
with the transfer current and the base–emitter charge [9] so the
simplified time-varying small-signal equivalent-circuit model
shown in Fig. 2 is sufficient for analysis. In this model, only
one pair of transistors in the switching quad is considered,
which is justified by the symmetry of the switching quad.
The base–collector capacitance and base–emitter conductance
have been neglected because their contributions are small,
but significantly complicate the analysis. Constant values are
assumed for the base resistance , emitter resistance , and
collector resistance . A constant value equal to the bias value
is also used for the collector–substrate capacitance and the

Fig. 3. Evaluation of time-varying transconductance.

substrate resistance , respectively. Furthermore, the value of
the collector–substrate capacitance is doubled and the value of
the substrate resistance is halved in order to take into account
the collector dotting in the switching quad. The time-varying
switching stage is driven from an ideal small-signal current
source . This current source can be determined from tra-
ditional linear time-invariant analysis of the transconductance
stage.

The nonlinear – characteristic of the transfer current
results in a time-varying transconductance waveform given by

(2)

where is the applied LO signal.
A graphical evaluation of the transconductance waveform

for the switching quad transistors under large-signal LO
drive is illustrated in Fig. 3. Notice that the large-signal LO
drive is superimposed on the base bias voltage . Assuming
instantaneous switching of the transistors , the
transconductance waveform resembles a square wave given as

if

otherwise
(3)

where is the period of the LO signal. The instantaneous
switching assumption remains valid as long as the LO ampli-
tude across the internal junctions is sufficient to assure hard
limiting of the differential pairs in the switching quad. Simi-
larly, the nonlinear characteristic of the base–emitter
charge results in a time-varying capacitance waveform
given by

(4)
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and includes depletion and diffusion terms. Assuming instan-
taneous switching, the base–emitter capacitance waveform also
resembles a square wave given as

if

otherwise

(5)

where is the forward transit time and is the zero bias
base–emitter depletion capacitance. The peak value of is
justified by the fact that the average value of the base–emitter
depletion capacitance for a forward-biased junction is approx-
imately [10]. This formulation provides a satisfactory
tradeoff between analysis accuracy and easy interpretation of
the final expression for the conversion gain.

The time-varying elements in the Gilbert cell mixer in the
presence of the small-signal RF excitation give rise to mixing
frequencies represented as [11]

(6)

where is the IF angular frequency and and
are the RF and LO angular frequencies, respectively. For

the present investigation, only the response at the IF frequency,
as well as the upper and lower RF sideband, are considered in
the analysis.

Conversion matrices relate the current and voltage compo-
nents at different mixing frequencies in a time-varying circuit.
For the time-varying transconductance, the relation is

(7)

where are the resulting currents at the mixing frequency
for voltages at all relevant excitations frequencies ,

and the asterisks denote a complex conjugate. The elements of
the conversion matrix are the Fourier coefficients of the time-
varying transconductance given as

for

for

for

(8)

where corresponds to the average transconductance. Similar
for the time-varying base–emitter capacitance, the relation is

(9)

where the diagonal matrix containing the mixing frequencies is
the frequency-domain equivalent to a time-domain differentia-
tion. The Fourier coefficients for the time-varying base–emitter
capacitance are given as

for

for

for

(10)

where corresponds to the average base–emitter capacitance.
Kirchoff’s laws must hold for the individual current and

voltage components in the vectors in (7) and (9). As a conse-
quence, the time-varying equivalent circuit for the Gilbert cell
mixer in Fig. 2 can thus be analyzed in a manner analogous
to that used for linear time-invariant circuit. An important
difference is that all elements must have a conversion matrix
form. For fixed-value components, this form is a diagonal
matrix, and the element value must occupy all the locations on
the main diagonal [6]. Kirchoff’s voltage law makes it possible
to express the base–emitter voltage vectors and in
terms of the voltage vector at the common-emitter point as

(11)

(12)

where is the identity matrix, is the conversion matrix
for is the conversion matrix for is
the conversion matrix for is the conversion ma-
trix for is the diagonal matrix containing the mixing
frequencies as described above, is a diagonal matrix with
elements , and is a diagonal matrix with elements .
Kirchoff’s current law gives

(13)

where is the small-signal excitation vector with typically only
one nonzero element. Substitution of (11) and (12) into (13)
determines in terms of the current source excitation as

(14)

The differential output voltage vector can be ex-
pressed in terms of the base–emitter voltage vectors and

as

(15)
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where is a diagonal matrix with frequency-dependent ele-
ments given as

(16)

is a diagonal matrix with elements , and is a diag-
onal matrix with elements . Combining expressions (11),
(12), (14), and (15), the conversion switching gain
defined as the ratio between the differential output voltage at
the IF frequency and the ideal current excitation at the RF fre-
quency can be determined. As expected for a balanced struc-
ture, the RF excitation is fully suppressed in the differential
output voltage. Substitution of the Fourier coefficients for the
time-varying transconductance and time-varying base–emitter
capacitance into the expression for the conversion switching
gain, and simplifying using a symbolic mathematical software
tool, gives

(17)
where the low-frequency conversion gain is given as

(18)

and shows a very small gain reduction due to the emitter
resistances in the switching quad transistors. The conversion
switching gain shows a two-pole and one zero response with
respect to the IF frequency expressed as

(19)

and

(20)

for the poles and

(21)

for the zero, respectively. It is observed that a significant sub-
strate resistance actually may lead to partial pole-zero can-
cellation in the IF frequency response of the Gilbert cell mixer.
The single pole response with respect to the RF frequency is ex-
pressed as

(22)

and represent the finite current switching delay in the quad tran-
sistors. The gain for the transconductance stage de-
fined as the ratio between the short-circuited output current and
the RF voltage excitation is easily determined from a linear
time-invariant analysis of a small-signal hybrid- equivalent cir-
cuit with the following approximate result [12]:

(23)

where the low-frequency transconductance is given as

(24)

and where the elements refer to in Fig. 1.1 It shows a reduc-
tion in the low-frequency transconductance due to the series re-
sistances and . The frequency response of the transcon-
ductance stage is determined by a single-pole response given as

(25)

where the influence of the base–collector capacitance, col-
lector–substrate capacitance, and collector resistance have been
neglected. This is justified by the fact that, at any instant, the
switching quad presents a low impedance to the transconduc-
tance stage. The final expression for the voltage conversion gain
of the Gilbert cell mixer is then found simply by
multiplying (17) and (23) as follows:

(26)

and shows a two-pole response with respect to the RF frequency
and a two-pole and one zero response with respect to the IF
frequency.

B. Analysis Verification

To verify the derived expression for the conversion gain, har-
monic-balance simulations on a Gilbert cell mixer were per-
formed using Agilent ADS. The high-frequency large-signal
model for the SiGe HBT devices used in the simulations is
shown in Fig. 4. This model includes the dominating nonlin-
earities and parasitic elements in the SiGe HBT devices [13].
The large-signal model parameters for a 4 0.8 m area SiGe
HBT device used in the current investigation are aA,

pS, fF, fF,
fF, ,

and . Several of the large-signal model parameters
has been extracted from a dedicated small-signal equivalent-cir-
cuit model using the method described in [14].

The Gilbert cell mixer is designed for a low-frequency con-
version gain of 20 dB at a bias current of mA.

1A differential-mode half-circuit is considered here.
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Fig. 4. High-frequency large-signal SiGe HBT model for harmonic-balance
simulations.

Fig. 5. Comparing calculated and simulated conversion gain for the Gilbert
cell mixer. Solid line: calculated. Dashes line: simulated without C .
Dotted–dashed line: simulated with C .

The SiGe HBT devices in the transconductance stage and the
switching quad each have an emitter area of 4 0.8 m . The
devices in the transconductance stage are biased at peak .
Fig. 5 compares the calculated conversion gain versus IF fre-
quency for a fixed LO frequency of 1.25 GHz with harmonic-
balance simulations. An excellent agreement is observed for
both the 3-dB IF bandwidth and the high-frequency rolloff rate
up to 100 GHz. As shown in Fig. 5, the effect of the base–col-
lector capacitance is small, and neglecting it in the analysis is
justified.

C. Discussion

It is instructive to investigate the main bandwidth limitations
in the Gilbert cell mixer. The expression derived for the conver-
sion gain provides improved design insight into the optimization
of Gilbert cell mixers for wide-band applications. In Table I, the
individual contributions from the poles and the zero

to the 3-dB IF bandwidth is calculated under the assump-
tion of fixed LO frequency of 1.25 GHz. The dominant poles
are related to the transconductance stage and the output loading
at the switching quad. As mentioned previously, the zero due
to the substrate resistance partly compensates for the dominant

TABLE I
INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTION FROM POLES AND ZEROS TO

3-dB IF BANDWIDTH OF SiGe HBT GILBERT CELL MIXER

pole due to output loading at the switching quad. If a lower bias
current is used, the pole due to the finite current switching
delay in the quad transistors may become significant.

III. WIDE-BAND ACTIVE MIXER DESIGN

The schematic of an SiGe HBT active mixer design based
on a Gilbert cell topology modified for wide-band operation is
shown in Fig. 6. The Gilbert cell employs emitter degeneration
( and ) for the transconductance stage and a dif-
ferential amplifier stage with resistive shunt feedback

for the load circuit. The Gilbert cell core is embedded with
emitter follower stages with on-chip 50- shunt
resistors for input buffering at the RF and LO ports, as well as
emitter follower stages for output buffering at the IF
port. Two stages of emitter followers are needed at the IF port in
order to minimize loading of the shunt feedback stage. Resistive
emitter degeneration in the transconductance stage allows a sig-
nificant extension of the RF bandwidth. This is, however, at the
expense of reduced conversion gain, as shown in (23)–(25). A
peaking capacitor provides a zero in the transfer function, which
extends the transconductance stage bandwidth with relaxed re-
sistive emitter degeneration, as shown by the following expres-
sion [15]:

(27)

where the approximation is applied. It
should be mentioned, however, that the combination of resis-
tive and capacitive emitter degeneration leads to nonoptimum
linearity and noise for the active mixer compared to inductive
emitter degeneration typically found in narrow-band designs
[8]. The shunt feedback load circuit originally described in
[16] has several advantages compared with other methods for
extending the IF bandwidth of the Gilbert cell mixer [17].
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Fig. 6. Modified Gilbert cell mixer.

Including the effect of the shunt feedback load circuit into the
expression for the conversion switching gain, (17) results in

(28)

where the low-frequency conversion gain is now deter-
mined by the feedback resistance as

(29)

and the simple pole in (17) is transformed into a second-order
response with

(30)

where is the low-frequency open-loop voltage gain. The
details of the analysis of the shunt feedback load circuit are
given in the Appendix. The frequency mainly determines
the bandwidth of the shunt feedback load circuit. The frequency
response peaks when the damping factor becomes .
In general, the following observations regarding conversion
gain, bandwidth, and peaking of the shunt feedback load circuit
are made.

• The conversion gain is independent of the low-frequency
open-loop voltage gain .

• For increasing low-frequency open-loop voltage
gain , the bandwidth increases; however, once

, the frequency response peaks, thus, optimal
low-frequency open-loop voltage gain exist.

• For increasing feedback resistance , the conversion
gain increases; however, the bandwidth decreases.

Thus, the key to obtaining high conversion gain and wide IF
bandwidth without excessive peaking in the Gilbert cell mixer
lies in the proper design of the shunt feedback load circuit for
optimal performance.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The wide-band active mixer design based on the modified
Gilbert cell was realized in a 0.8- m 35-GHz SiGe HBT
BiCMOS process. A photograph of the active mixer is shown in
Fig. 7. The die size is 0.9 0.9 mm and the power consump-
tion is 170 mW when biased at 5 V. The active mixer was mea-
sured with on-wafer probes and the frequency-dependent cable
and connector losses were carefully deembedded from the mea-
surement results.

When both the RF and LO ports are swept in frequency with
a fixed IF frequency of 0.4 GHz, a conversion gain of 8.5 dB
at 0-dBm LO power and a 3-dB RF bandwidth of 11 GHz was
achieved, as shown in Fig. 8. The LO–IF isolation is better than

25 dB despite a single-ended measurement condition for the
active mixer.

A 3-dB IF bandwidth of 7.5 GHz was achieved when both
the RF and IF port are swept in frequency with the LO fre-
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Fig. 7. Photograph of the active mixer.

Fig. 8. Measured (-) and simulated (-o-) RF frequency response and LO–IF
isolation under single-ended condition.

Fig. 9. Measured (-) and simulated (-o-) IF frequency response.

quency fixed at 2 GHz, as shown in Fig. 9. The IF bandwidth
presents a significant extension compared with the obtainable
IF bandwidth from the traditional Gilbert cell, which is lim-
ited to approximately 4 GHz for the 0.8- m 35-GHz SiGe
HBT BiCMOS process. An input RF power level of 18 dBm
was measured at 1-dB IF output power compression, as shown

Fig. 10. Measured (-) and simulated (-o-) IF output power versus RF input
power.

in Fig. 10. The measured double-sideband noise figure for the
wide-band active mixer is around 14 dB.

The measured performance for the active mixer are very well
predicted by simulations. The good agreement is a result of
accurate high-frequency modeling of SiGe HBT devices and
substrate effects associated with interconnection lines and pad
structures.

V. CONCLUSION

An expression for the conversion gain of SiGe HBT active
mixers based on the Gilbert cell topology has been derived using
conversion matrix analysis. The expression is capable of pre-
dicting the frequency response of the Gilbert cell mixer up to
the 3-dB bandwidth and beyond. An optimized active mixer de-
sign based on the modified Gilbert cell topology for wide-band
operation has been described. The experimental results for a
modified Gilbert cell mixer implemented in a 0.8- m 35-GHz

SiGe HBT BiCMOS process demonstrated 11- and 7.5-GHz
RF and IF bandwidths, respectively, and a conversion gain of
8.5 dB. This presents a significant extension compared with the
theoretically obtainable bandwidths from the traditional Gilbert
cell in this process.

APPENDIX

ANALYSIS OF SHUNT FEEDBACK LOAD CIRCUIT

The shunt feedback load circuit in the modified Gilbert cell
mixer is most easily analyzed using feedback theory. In order
to apply feedback theory, the single-ended equivalent circuit is
divided into a basic amplifier and a feedback network, as shown
in Fig. 11 [10].

A number of approximations are applied in order to simplify
the analysis. First, it is assumed that the signal feedback through
the devices is much smaller than the signal feedback through

so that the base–collector capacitance can be neglected. It is
furthermore assumed that the forward transmission through the
feedback resistance is negligible compared with the transmis-
sion through the devices because the latter has gain. The capac-
itive loading at the output of the shunt feedback load circuit has
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Fig. 11. Single-ended equivalent circuit for the shunt feedback load circuit.
The loading due to the feedback network is absorbed in the basic amplifier.

little influence on the frequency response for typical values of
load resistances so it is neglected in the analysis. The output of
the switching quad at the IF frequency is represented as a Norton
equivalent circuit ( and ) with absorbed into the basic
amplifier. The basic amplifier open loop gain and feedback
network transfer function are found from Fig. 11 as

(31)

and

(32)

respectively, where is the effective
load resistance when the loading effects from the feedback net-
work is taken into account. The transfer function from the input
current to the output voltage at the IF frequency can
be represented as

(33)

where is the low-frequency open-loop voltage
gain of the basic amplifier. The approximation in (33) is valid
for . Substituting the Norton admittance

(34)

where the collector resistance has been neglected for simplicity
into (33) gives

(35)

where the last approximation is valid if
, which is normally the case.
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